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The high quality of the exhibits 
in this area, which this year is 
sponsored by Glasswells, without a 
doubt makes the Suffolk Show one 
of the best horticultural shows in 
the country and arguably one of the 
best of all the county shows.

The outdoor area of The Flower and 
Garden Show has grown over recent 
years, with Ed Hopkins coming on 
board three years ago specifically to 
re-design the layout for the show 
garden competitions, outdoor living 
trade stands and exhibits.
These changes have made it the go-
to area for garden inspiration, as well 
as for purchasing the best quality 
plants, furniture, greenhouses and 
hen houses. It’s also a firm favourite 
for those who want to simply relax 
and dream of summer days in the 
garden.
The entrance to the floral marquee 
from Flower Show Avenue again 
delights, this year with a stunning 
installation by Roger Gladwell and 
Barcham Trees in association with 
local craftspeople.
The gardens form a magnificent 
sense of arrival for visitors, and 
offer a chance to discuss design, 
landscaping and outdoor style with 
experts - all while enjoying a glass 
of prosecco!

If you are looking to enjoy specialist 
nursery exhibits and flower 
arrangements, or seek garden design 
ideas, then head to the largest 
structure on the show ground, The 
Flower and Garden Show.

Main picture, 
Guests 
enjoying 
the Flower 
and Garden 
Show.

Below, 
Schools 
gardens at 
the Flower 
and Garden 
Show.

Right, Live 
music at 
the Flower 
and Garden 
Show.
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Another popular feature of The 
Flower and Garden Show – that 
was introduced for the first time last 
year – is the Calvors Beer Garden. 
The beer garden offers a hub in the 
centre of the garden displays with 

a pop-up bar and stage, where live 
music and exciting demonstrations 
will entertain the crowds picnicking 
and soaking up the festival 
atmosphere.
This year, the beer garden will see 
live music from Eric Sedge, The St 
Edmundsbury Male Voice Choir and 
Suffolk’s own Pop Chorus amongst 
others. The Calvors stage will also 
host brilliant family entertainment 
from TV’s Skinny Jean Gardeners 
and a live action demonstration 
guaranteed to get kids into 
gardening.
One of the biggest draws to 
The Flower and Garden Show 
is The Schools Show Garden 
Competition. Now in its fourth 
year, the competition has had a 
record number of primary schools 
from across the county sign up to 
take part designing, growing and 
building amazing show gardens. The 
competition’s theme for 2018 is the 
remembrance for the end of WWI, 
fitting with the theme throughout 
the showground due to this year’s 
centenary.
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Q. How long have you been 
involved with the Suffolk Show?
A. This will be my fifth show as a steward 
of The Flower and Garden Show, but 
my first as senior steward. I began as an 
exhibitor, displaying my work as a garden 
designer and landscape contractor in the 
floral marquee, and then began working 
with Stephen Miles, then senior steward, on 
improving the layout of the area and quality 
of the displays and activities outside.

Q. What makes The Flower and 
Garden Show so popular?
A. It hit me last year that there is no 
other area in the showground with the 
atmosphere and sensory delight found in 
The Flower and Garden Show. The relaxed 
festival vibe outside and the quiet formality 
and sensational displays in the marquee 
make it a place to linger before returning to 
the bustle of the rest of the show.

Q. What can visitors expect from 
this year’s show?
A. The same enthusiasm from everyone 
involved with new displays and experiences 
as always, we strive for perfection!

Q. What is your favourite part of 
the Suffolk Show?
A. Apart from The Flower and Garden 
Show? It has to be the cattle on show in 
the Bucklesham Ring. If I ever get a minute 
away from my area I’ll lean on the fence 
and admire the beautiful livestock and be 
amazed by their handlers.

Q. What is the most unusual 
plant you’ve seen at the show?
A. There are some extraordinary displays 
of plants and this range makes it fascinating 
for both horticulturalists and novices. I am 
still awed by the carnivorous plants; there 
is such a range of beautiful but rather 
frightening specimens, some of which can 
be grown by complete beginners.

Q. Which plant do you think best 
represents Suffolk?
A. Coming from east Suffolk, I would say 
Valerian (Centranthus ruber). I see it in red 
and white on almost every walk I take in 
the summer, along the gravelly coast and 
from cracks in my walls. It’s a cottage garden 
staple and does very well in our sunny 
climate.

My Suffolk Show
Ed Hopkins, senior 
steward of The Flower 
and Garden Show


